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The psychology of kundalini yoga pdf books free printable

London, 1983.Modern Psychology 3 and 4 = Modern Psychology. Jordens,and J. I consider the fact that Wilhelm and the Indologist Hauer were invited to lecture on yoga at this year’s congress of German psychotherapists, as an extremely sig- niﬁcant sign of the times.2 Consider what it means, when the 1 In Jawaharlal Nehru, An Autobiography
(London, 1989), 612. Jung, Memories, Dreams, Reﬂections. 18, §1483; translation modiﬁed. Jung (Zurich, 1933). Since I know him personally, I have agreed. Further, the initiatory structure adoptedby institutions of psychotherapy brought its social organization intoproximity with that of yoga. SHAMDASANI, SONU, 1962– .II. He was anadvocate at
the Calcutta high court and a fellow and Tagore law professor at the Universityof Calcutta. Edited by William McGuire. xxxv INTRODUCTION sheets for inspection as soon as I receive them. 45 On reading Gopi Krishna’s account of his experiences, the Jungian analyst JohnLayard noted that his descriptions of the awakening of the Kundalini
“correspond soclosely to what I have referred to as my ‘feinting experiences,’ with similar noises & sensa-tions, which were truly terrifying, & mixed up also with highly mystical ones, also of coursePsychosexual, that I’m wondering whether something of the same kind may have beenhappening to me—The devilish outcome of an almost divine
experience. 11 vols. 11, §876. Jung wrote a foreword toSchmitz’s fairy tale of the otter, in his Märchen aus dem Unbewussten (Fairy tales from theunconscious) (Munich, 1932), which took the form of a memorial to Schmitz. Newly arrived gurus and yogins vied withpsychotherapists over a similar clientele who sought other counsel thanwas provided
by Western philosophy, religion, and medicine. For a reevaluation of the role of women in tantrism, see Miranda Shaw, Passionate Enlightenment: Women in Tantric Buddhism (Prince- ton, 1994). appears entitled to one of the most highest places among thepaths to self-perfection.”9 Several of his characterizations of the differ-ence between the East
and the West paralleled those of Jung, such as thefollowing: “The Indian regards psychic phenomena as fundamental;these phenomena are more real to him than physical ones.”10 It was at Darmstadt in the early 1920s that Jung met the sinologistRichard Wilhelm, and their 1928 collaboration over the Chinese al-chemical text The Secret of the
Golden Flower, which Wilhelm translated intoGerman and for which Jung wrote a psychological commentary,11 pro-vided Jung with a means to assay the comparative psychology of East andWest. (CARL GUSTAV), 1875–1961.THE PSYCHOLOGY OF KUNDALINI YOGA : NOTES OF THE SEMINAR GIVEN IN 1932 BY C. constitute the substance of the
sacramental fare in certaintantric rites: wine, meat, ﬁsh, parched grain, and sexual intercourse.”23In what are known as the “right-handed” schools these are used in ritualssymbolically, whereas in the “left-handed” schools they are used literally. For reasons of space, his copious explanatory notes have not beenreproduced. It appears to me, however,
as one must emphasize, that it is merely an analogy which is involved, since nowadays far too many Europeans are in- clined to carry Eastern ideas and methods over unexamined into our occidental mentality. Reconstructing this seminar through new documentation, Shamdasani explains, in his introduction, why Jung thought that the comprehension
of Eastern thought was essential if Western psychology was to develop. Princeton (Bollingen Series XCV) and London, 1973 and 1975.MDR = C. Zürich, 1933. Jung saw the inner processes to which yoga gaverise as universal, and the particular methods employed to achieve themas culturally speciﬁc.45 For Jung, yoga represented a rich storehouse
ofsymbolic depictions of inner experience and of the individuation pro-cess in particular. This ac-count has been uncritically followed by subsequent commentators.62 Bycontrast, Meier, who was also present, stated that while Hannah mighthave found Hauer’s seminars confusing he found them perfectly clear,and added that there was no general
confusion.63 He also stated thatJung’s psychological commentary was from the outset part of a plannedcollaboration. Hauer stated: “The newphase of the German Faith Movement which began with the meeting inEisenach in July 1933, must be understood in close relation with the na-tional movement which led to the foundation of the Third Reich. I
ﬁnd that I do not reach the inner meaning ifI do not look at them in my own way, from my own point of view.”90 Therest of Hauer’s lectures were taken up with an explication of the meta-physics that underlay Kundalini yoga and the symbolism of the cakras. andabout the interrelation of that Indian system and Western psychology asa whole. On
7October 1931 Jung presented a lecture covering the same ground (also in German), underthe same title: see Bericht über das Deutsche Seminar von Dr. C. He argued that the way to over-come this was through grasping it on the basis of one’s own inner experi-ence: “I understand an inner reality only in so far as I have it within my-self and am able
to look at this reality that has come up into my consciousfrom the depth of my subconscious; or if it has come from without, itmust have become absolutely living in my own conscious.”89 Hence hestated: “I freed myself to a great extent in the beginning from the Indianway of looking at things. xxiv INTRODUCTION come across the functioning of a
very elaborate and complicated process which the cakras are supposed to represent in their qualita- tively transformed capacity.27The Kundalini is represented in the form of a serpent coiled around thespine that lies sleeping in mulvdhvra, the lowest cakra. 85 Ibid., 8. What Jung’s “Commen- tary” accomplished then, and still does today, is to provide
added insight into his understanding of the process of Individuation, not an accurate description of Kundalini.111 108 Ibid., 421; my translation. xxxiii INTRODUCTION mentary on Hauer’s lectures which got us all back—the richer for the experiences—into ourselves.61Hannah gives the impression that Jung’s seminar was a spontaneous improvisation to therapeutically counsel his disoriented auditors. In 1930 Jung had presented a Germanseminar on 6–11 October and similarly in 1931 he presented a Germanseminar on 5–10 October. John Clarke’s Jung and Eastern Thought: A Dialogue with theOrient is an unsuccessful attempt to subsume Jung’s work on Eastern thought under the xliii
INTRODUCTIONIf Jung’s seminars are evaluated from the perspective of understandingKundalini yoga within its own sociohistorical context this criticism isdoubtless valid. Zürich, 1959.Tantra Yoga = Bericht über das Lecture von Prof. It has a bad effect upon him,sooner or later he gets afraid and sometimes it even leads him over theedge of
madness.”49 This led him to conclude that “in the course of thecenturies the West will produce its own yoga, and it will be on the basislaid down by Christianity.”50 With the mushrooming of yoga and meditational practices in theWest, such statements have come in for a great deal of criticism. Sahasrvra cakraix PREFACEFrom 3 to 8 October 1932
the Indologist Wilhelm Hauer presented sixlectures concurrently in English and German at the Psychological Clubin Zürich, entitled “Der Yoga, im besondern die Bedeutung des Cakras”(Yoga, especially the meaning of the cakras). Litt (Doctor of Letters) HonorisCausa on 20th December 1937 by this University.” The registrar of the University of Calxxvii INTRODUCTIONwrote his impressions in two articles: “The Dreamlike World of India”and “What India Can Teach Us.”41 Fowler McCormick, who accompa-nied Jung on this trip, recalled an experience of Jung’s that had tantricovertones: As we would go through temples of Kali, which were numerous at almost every Hindu city, we saw the
evidences of animal sacriﬁce: the places were ﬁlthy dirty—dried blood on the ﬂoor and lots of remains of red betelnut all around, so that the colour red was asso- ciated with destructiveness. 5 See especially Raymond Schwab’s monumental study The Oriental Renaissance: Europe’sRediscovery of India and the East, 1680–1880, translated by G. 64
Meier, interview with the editor. None of the scholars present, as evident from the views expressed by them, displayed the least knowledge about the real signiﬁcance of the ancient document they were discussing at the time.117 114 On the issue of archetypal topography, see Edward Casey, “Toward an ArchetypalImagination,” Spring: An Annual for
Archetypal Psychology and Jungian Thought (1974): 1–33;and Peter Bishop, “Archetypal Topography: The Karma-Kargyuda Lineage Tree,” ibid.(1981): 67–76. The word yoga serves, in gen-eral, to designate any ascetic technique and any method of meditation.”18 ForFeuerstein, “Yoga is a speciﬁcally Indian tradition consisting of sets ofvaryingly
codiﬁed and/or systematized ideas, attitudes, methods andtechniques primarily intended to induce a transformation in the practi-tioner (yogin) and transmitted from one teacher to one or more disciplesin a more or less formal setting.”19 The earliest traces of yoga have beentraced to the third millennium B.C.20 There are several main schools ofyoga:
Raja yoga, Hatha yoga, Jnana yoga, Bhakti yoga, Karma yoga, Man-tra yoga, Laya yoga, and Kundalini yoga. Dr. Jung: Quite, and in this case they are apparently not separate, but that makes no difference. xlvi 55 Information concerning Hauer has been drawn from his own works and from thecomprehensive biography by Margerete Dierks (which
includes a full bibliography ofHauer’s writings), Jakob Wilhelm Hauer, 1881–1962 (Heidelberg, 1986). Hauer,11 January 1933, ETH). Jung, Oc- tober 1938–March 1940, and 4, Exercita Spiritualia of St. Ignatius of Loyola. xxxviii INTRODUCTIONdynamic substance, and the laws of that matter.”84 He claimed that theprofundity of Kundalini yoga was
that it viewed reality as “a balancedpolarity of woman and man power.”85 He stated that its practice devel-oped in the following way: “First the inner reality is grasped, then thesymbol is used to crystallize this in the imagination, and then comes thereal practice of meditating on the six cakras.”86 He compared it favorablywith the classical yoga of
Patanjali, in which he saw a tendency to lose thegod in the self of man, and with Hatha yoga, in which he saw “a psycho-technical tendency leading away from the central powers to the morepsychical, even physiological powers.”87 He explained this tendency asfollows:One meditates upon the symbol, and appropriates its contentspartly intellectually,
partly psychically, and arrives in this way at acertain kind of psychic change; perhaps sometimes one may arriveat a stratum, in which happen the radical developments of the soul.But not often. 75 Hauer to Jung, 22 March 1932, in ibid.; my translation. Zim-mer recalled: My personal contact with Jung started in 1932. To read a text with the “yogic
key” is to decipher the various stages of meditation to which it refers. In this respect, Jung stated in a letter that “the entry ofthe East [into the West] is rather a psychological fact with a long historybehind it. TITLE. Meierdescribed Hauer as a “typically dry German scientist,” “an excellent San-skritist,” and a “very nice chap.”60 THE GENESIS OF
THE KUNDALINI SEMINARSAccording to Barbara Hannah, It was in the autumn of 1932 that the Indologue, J. For example, on receiv-ing his commentary to the The Tibetan Book of the Great Liberation, Evans-Wentz wroteto Jung that it was an honor to be able to include a contribution from “the foremostauthority in the West on the Science of the
Mind” (Evans-Wentz to Jung, 13 July 1939,ETH). Jung’s psychological interpretation is predicated on the as-sumption that Kundalini yoga represented a systemization of inner expe-rience that spontaneously presented itself in the West in a mode thatresembled but was not necessarily identical with the way it did so in theEast. Therefore any religious
or philosophical practice amounts to a psychological discipline, and therefore a method of psychic hygiene.43cutta wrote to Ellenberger on 10 May 1967 that “the degree of Doctor of Law (HonorisCausa) was conferred upon Dr. Charles Gustave Jung in absentia by this University ata special Convocation held on 7th January, 1938. Was it not a mistake
or even a danger when for one’s own “way of salvation” men of the West strug- gled with yoga? New York and Princeton (Bollingen Series XX) and London, 1953–83.ETH = Jung papers, Wissenschaftshistorische Sammlungen, Eidgenös- sische Technische Hochschule, Zürich.HS = Wilhelm Hauer, “Yoga, Especially the Meaning of the Cakras.” In Mary
Foote, ed., The Kundalini Yoga: Notes on the Lecture Given by Prof. Lawson (Princeton, 1984),254. We be- lieve that India must sever the British connection and attain Purna Swaraj or complete independence.1Civil disobedience was proclaimed, Gandhi commenced his salt march,and Nehru was imprisoned. The following year Jung invited Dasgupta
to lecture in Zurich: “We should be muchobliged if you would give us a talk about the relation of mind and body according to yogain your Saturday lecture at the Psychol. Consequently, Reichstein(who won the Nobel prize for chemistry) went directly to Jung, who gavehim permission to attend.80 After each lecture, Jung, Hauer, and ToniWolff had
lunch together.81 Mrs. Seealso Eugene Taylor, “Swami Vivekânanda and William James,” Prabuddha Bharata 91(1986): 374–85. By contrast, the clinical picture is thatthe Kundalini energy travels up the legs and the back to the top of the head, then down theface, through the throat, to a terminal point in the abdominal area.” The Kundalini Experience: Psychosis or Transcendence? ( Jung’s commentary was writtenin 1939 and ﬁrst published in 1954). It is rather a historically conditioned and geographically conﬁned di- mension, which represents only a part of mankind.120 The knowledge of Eastern psychology namely forms the indispens- able basis for a critique and an objective consideration
of Western psychology.121Thus in Jung’s view the outcome of Western psychology’s encounterwith Eastern thought was by no means a small matter, for on this the verypossibility of a psychology worthy of the name rested.122 The continuedrelevance of this seminar today—in a vastly transformed historicalclime—principally lies in the mode in which
it highlights this capitalquestion and attempts to establish it at the forefront of the psychologicalagenda, whether or not one accepts Jung’s provisional solutions to it. As early as 1912, in Transformation and Symbols of the Libido, Jung pro-vided psychological interpretations of passages in the Upanishads and theRig Veda.6 While this opened the
possibility of a comparison between thepractice of analysis and that of yoga, possibly the ﬁrst explicit compari-son was made by F. See 15–16.88 Ibid., 14. Selected and edited by Gerhard Adler in collaboration with Aniela Jaffé; translated by R.F.C. Hull. Thus every doctrine which continues in the Christian spirit has a better chance of taking hold of
our innermost being than the profoundest doctrine of foreign origin.54 W I L H E L M H A U E R 55Wilhelm Hauer was born in Württemberg in 1881, six years after Jung.He had a Protestant theological education and was sent in 1906 by theBasel Mission to India. Narendra Nath Bhattacharyyastated that the cakras are best understood through
seeing their differentcomponents as constituted by a process of historical layering: From a historical point of view it may be suggested that the padmas or cakras were originally conceived of in terms of human anatomy for the purpose of physiological study. Our lack of direction borders on psychic anarchy. 77 Jung to Hauer, 10 May 1932, in ETH;
translated by Katherina Rowold. Jung: Letters to Oskar Schmitz,” p.95. With regard to my seminar I would like to express once more the wish that it could, if possible, take place between April 15 and April 30, since I can hand over from the ofﬁce of dean of the faculty of Philosophy until then.71Jung replied that the news that Hauer wanted to dedicate
his book tohim was a happy surprise, and that “I am aware of the profound congeni-ality between my view and yoga.”72 Concerning the timing of the semi-nar, he added: “I would be willing to schedule your seminar for thespring, if the necessary audience were present around that time. Pictures and phantasies wereagain treated, of various female
patients, but which all contained the ‘Kundalini’ symbol-ism.” “C. (London, 1929), x. In 1933 Jung gave a series of seminars in Berlin on the subject ofdream analysis, in which the contrast between Eastern and Western thought played a cer-tain role, and in which Zimmer presented a talk on the psychology of yoga (Bericht über dasBerliner Seminar
von Dr. C. The Ameri- can economic crisis, you must know, has made itself felt here in that the number of visitors has been very considerably reduced. 13, §84; trans-lation modiﬁed. 16 Mircea Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, translated by Willard R. xlv INTRODUCTIONFundamentally, the divergence between indigenous understandings
ofKundalini yoga and Jung’s interpretation of it is that for the former textssuch as the ûa°-cakra-nirÖpaõa primarily depict the profound modiﬁca-tions of experience and embodiment occasioned by speciﬁc ritual prac-tices rather than the symbolic depiction of a universal process of individ-uation. When it reaches the topmost cakra the blissful union
ofåiva and åakti occurs. For general background to Jung’s seminars, see William McGuire’s intro-duction to Dream Analysis: Notes of the Seminar Given in 1928–1930 by C. 43 Jung, “Yoga and the West,” in CW, vol. Roscoe (Boston,1989), chap. 10 Ibid., 95. Jung im Gespräch: Interviews, Reden,Begegnungen (Zurich, 1986). Hauer, at that time a
professor of his subject in Tübingen, came to Zurich to give us a seminar on Kundalini yoga. 66 The following are the manuscripts upon which it appears that Jung drew directly forthese seminars: 1) a three-page handwritten manuscript headed “Tantrism”; 2) a four-pagehandwritten manuscript headed “Avalon Serpent,” consisting of references and
quotationsfrom 1–76 and 210–72 of The Serpent Power (1st ed.); 3) a three-page handwritten man-uscript headed “Chakras”; and 4) a two-page typewritten manuscript headed “Die Be-schreibung der beiden Centren Shat-chakra Nirupana” (The description of each center xxxiv INTRODUCTIONration with Hauer, which gave him the opportunity to
expand ratherthan to commence his work on this topic. 3–8 Octo- ber. 121 Jung, “Foreword to Abegg: ‘Ostasien Denkt Anders’ ” (East Asia thinks otherwise), inCW, vol. You can download the paper by clicking the button above. He argued that knowledgeof such symbolism enabled much that would otherwise be seen as themeaningless by-products of a
disease process to be understood as mean-ingful symbolic processes, and explicated the often peculiar physicallocalizations of symptoms.36 With the hegemony of the biochemical ap- 31 Arthur Avalon (pseud. 60 Interview with the editor, 30 June 1994. III. Like thelatter, the German Faith Movement is an eruption from the biological andspiritual
depths of the German nation.”98 He unsuccessfully attemptedto have it recognized as the ofﬁcial religion of National Socialism. In the meeting it was gen- erally felt that it would be desirable that the fees would not exceed Fr. 20 per person. With regard to any English lectures, to be held in parallel with the German ones, I could not yet tell you
anything deﬁnite. In DerYoga: Ein Indischer Weg zum Selbst104 (Yoga: an Indian way to the self) hecommenced by posing questions that have subsequently increased inpertinence with the advent of the new age movement and the popularityof alternative religions: This problem, whether and to what extent this Eastern “way to salva- tion” is also of
value for Western people, remains in a state of ﬂux, and has engaged me very seriously. At that time, another Indic scholar, most unreliable as a scholar and as a character as well, but endowed with a demoniac, erratic vitality made up of primitive resistances and ambitions, drew the attention of doctor-psychiatrist- psychologists to the subject of
yoga. Jung speciﬁed his psychological understanding of tantric yoga asfollows: Indian philosophy is namely the interpretation given to the precise condition of the non-ego, which affects our personal psychology, however independent from us it remains. Mithras became the Roman military god. 20 Vivian Worthington, A History of Yoga (London, 1989),
11. 52 Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, xvii. In his seminarsJung attempted to lead the participants to an understanding of Kunda-lini yoga on the basis of their own inner experience, namely, the processof individuation. 23 Heinrich Zimmer, Philosophies of India, edited by Joseph Campbell (London, Bollingen Series XXVI, 1953), 572. Baynes)
were compiled by Mary Foote1 from stenographicnotes taken by her secretary, Emily Köppel, and privately published inmimeographed form under the title The Kundalini Yoga: Notes on theLecture Given by Prof. Eliade stated: “Etymologically, yoga derives from the root yuj,‘to bind together,’ ‘hold fast,’ ‘yoke.’ . Why were the developing depth
psychology and psycho- therapy not enough for it? Carol Fisher (U.S./Switzerland)Shaw, Dr. Helen (U.K./Australia)Sigg, Mrs. For a critical appraisal of Jung’s com-mentary on The Secret of the Golden Flower, see Thomas Cleary’s new translation (togetherwith commentary) of The Secret of the Golden Flower: The Classic Chinese Book of Life (San
Fran-cisco, 1991). Zimmer’s lecture, “Einige Aspekte des Yoga”(Some aspects of yoga) took place on 18 June 1932 and preceded the Kundalini semi-nars. The central theme of all his works is man as a religious being,and Hauer himself was a sincere god-seeker and mystic.”59 C. Thelatter were shortened versions of the former. Jung had a set of this
journal from 1910 to 1924 and from 1929 to 1930 in hislibrary. By contrast,Jung’s seminars came alive.91 Reichstein stated that Hauer was a fanaticand that there was no real discussion, for he was “so persuaded of his84 Hauer, HS, 1. 13 Oskar Schmitz, Psychoanalyse und Yoga (Darmstadt, 1923). 2d ed. Jung Letters. Coward is referring to Jung’s
statement thatthere was no need to elaborate upon the symbolism of the last two cakras, as they werebeyond Western experience (see below, 57). Expressions of recipro-cal admiration between Jung and his colleagues were frequent. This has been re-produced from the ﬁfteenth edition of Woodroffe’s The Serpent Power(Madras, 1992), from which
the illustrations of the cakras have alsobeen reproduced (citations, unless otherwise indicated, are to this edi-tion). Borelli, J. The Process of Individua- tion. Tantrism was a religious and philosophical movement that becamepopular from the fourth century onward and inﬂuenced Indian philoso-phy, mysticism, ethics, art, and literature. In 1927 he
became a professor of Indian studies and com-parative religion and published widely on these topics. Dr. C. Sir John Woodroffe), The Serpent Power (London, 1919). Concurrently in Calcutta Jung began to have a series of dreams in which the colour red was stressed. Hauer had painted enlarged copies ofthe illustrations of the cakras from The
Serpent Power, which were used forthe lectures.82 Hauer’s German and English lectures covered the same ground. 98 Hauer, “Origin of the German Faith Movement,” in J. With few exceptions, the orthogra-phy of the Sanskrit terms in the Foote edition has been followed. Hence his deﬁnition ofyoga was a psychological one: “Yoga was originally a
natural process ofintroversion. The spirit of the East is really ante portas. Cf. Jung: “The East bases itself upon psychic reality, that is, upon the psycheas the main and unique condition of existence.” “Psychological Commentary on ‘The Ti-betan Book of the Great Liberation,’ ” in CW, vol. xliv INTRODUCTIONIt would also be a mistake to view Jung’s
commentary as consisting in thetranslation of the terms of Kundalini yoga into psychological conceptswhose meaning had already been delimited in advance: for in the courseof translating the terms of Kundalini yoga into those of analytical psy-chology, the latter became altered and extended. Yoga partakes of two notions generally held in common in
Indian phi-losophy and religion—reincarnation, and the quest for emancipationfrom the cycle of birth, death, and rebirth. Loading PreviewSorry, preview is currently unavailable. Anvhata cakra liiFigure 6. These cakras came to be conceived of as the seat of the male and female principles, symbolized by the male and female organs. After his trip
toIndia, however, Jung became less circumspect in this regard: “Tantric yoga is in rather badrepute in India; it is criticised because it is connected with the body, particularly with sex,”Modern Psychology 3, 42; and “Yoga is mainly found in India now as a business propositionand woe to us when it reaches Europe,” ibid., 69. He contendedthat the new
psychology actually represented a rediscovery of what wasalready known by the ancient Indians: “Indian wisdom is the profound-est which exists. Thisperspective legitimized the liberties that he took with the former in theseminar that follows. He recalled that it was difﬁcult to attend Jung’s sem-inars for many of those present wanted to preserve an
exclusive atmo-sphere and prevent others from attending. Princeton (Bollin- gen Series XCIX) and London, 1989.CW = The Collected Works of C. In this volume, he re-creates for today’s reader the fascination with which many intellectuals of prewar Europe regarded Eastern spirituality as they discovered more and more of its resources, from yoga to
tantric texts. The tantric meaning is usually erotic, but it is difﬁcult to decide whether the reference is to a concrete act or to a sexual symbolism. 70 Hauer’s book Der Yoga als Heilweg carried a dedication to “C. As R. 99 Die kulturelle Bedeutung der komplexen Psychologie (The cultural signiﬁcance of complexpsychology), edited by the Psychological
Club, Zurich (Berlin, 1935). Zürich.Jung: Letters = C. Dasgupta lectured to the Psychological Club inMay. In 1935 Hauer contributed an essay entitled “Die indo-arische Lehrevom Selbste im Vergleich mit Kants Lehre vom intelligiblen Subject”(The Indo-Aryan teaching on the self in comparison with Kant’s teach-ing on the intelligible subject) to the
Festschrift volume for Jung’s sixtiethbirthday.99 In his 1936 essay “Wotan” Jung took Hauer and the German FaithMovement as exemplars of his thesis that the political events in Germanycould be psychologically explained as stemming from the renewed activ-ity of the old Germanic god Wotan.100 In 1938 Hauer again presented a series of lectures
at the Psychologi-cal Club in Zurich between 7 and 12 March, on “Der Quellgrund desGlaubens und die religiöse Gestaltwerdung” (The basic source of faithand the development of religious forms). The ﬁrst signs are found in Meister Eckhart, Leibniz, Kant,Hegel, Schopenhauer, and E. Ho, and R. For a critique of Jung’s approach to Eastern
thought,see Richard Jones, “Jung and Eastern Religious Traditions,” Religion 9 (1979): 141–55. RoseMeier, Dr. C. We must never forget that the Kundal- ini system is a speciﬁc Indian production, and we have to deal here with Western material; so we are probably wise to assume this is for us the real stuff, and not Indian material which has been
differenti- ated and made abstract since thousands of years.113rubric of Gadamerian hermeneutics. 24 Jacob Needleman, “Tibet in America,” in Needleman, The New Religions (London, 1972), 177. D. In 1921 heabandoned the former and took up a post as a university lecturer atTübingen. Recently recov-ered notes of the original German wording of
Jung’s Eidgenössische TechnischeHochschule seminars are under examination, and a deﬁnitive text is being prepared forpublication. What light do the symbols of Kundalini yoga shed on conditions diagnosed as psychotic? Hauer . (From WhoWas Who, 1929–1940 [London, 1941], 1485.) No evidence has emerged that he had anydirect contact with
Jung. Hence a good deal of the questions from the ﬂoor queried thesedifferences. 33 Heinrich Zimmer recalled: “The values of the Hindu tradition were disclosed to methrough the enormous life-work of Sir John Woodroffe, alias Arthur Avalon, a pioneer anda classic author in Indic studies, second to none, who, for the ﬁrst time, by many publi-cations
and books made available the extensive and complex treasure of late Hindu tradi-tion: the Tantras, a period as grand and rich as the Vedas, the Epic, Puranâs, etc.; the latestcrystallisation of Indian wisdom, the indispensable closing link of a chain, affording keysto countless problems in the history of Buddhism and Hinduism, in mythology
andsymbolism.” “Some Biographical Remarks about Henry R. At base, the symbolismof the cakras enabled Jung to develop an archetypal regional topographyof the psyche and to provide a narration of the process of individuationin terms of the imaginal transit between these regions.114 It also led himto argue that for individual transformation to be
possible, it required aconcomitant transformation of ontology, to which his work was oriented.In his major works on Western religious traditions subsequent to his en-counter with Kundalini yoga Jung presented his psychological interpre-tations of alchemy and Christianity.115 In these his studies on yoga servedas a vital orientation, both in his mode
of understanding the practices ofthe alchemists—as evidenced by his stating that “every profound studentof alchemy knows that the making of gold was not the real purpose andthat the process was a Western form of yoga”116—and in his view of al-chemy with its valuation of the body and the feminine—concerns thatare preeminent in tantrism as
representing the countercurrent to ortho-dox Christianity. xviii INTRODUCTIONchologies heralded a new and more promising yardstick for comparison.For the depth psychologies sought to liberate themselves from the stulti-fying limitations of Western thought to develop maps of inner experi-ence grounded in the transformative potential of
therapeutic practices.A similar alignment of “theory” and “practice” seemed to be embodiedin the yogic texts that moreover had developed independently of thebindings of Western thought. Hauer’s English lectures, Jung’s English lectures of 12, 19, and 26 Oc-tober and Jung’s German lecture of 2 November (which was translatedby Cary F. He
subsequently maintained correspondences with many of the individuals he metthere. Oktober in Küsnacht-Zürich, edited xxiii INTRODUCTIONism, the positivist experimental epistemology, and the growing domi-nance of psychoanalysis, and when developmental phases could hardlybe associated with anything other than what was becoming the alpha
andomega of the study of personality—the child—Kundalini yoga presentedJung with a model of something that was almost completely lacking inWestern psychology—an account of the developmental phases of higherconsciousness. 1, 103. In thetranscript only surnames are given. 30 Jung, MDR, 201; translation modiﬁed. Mary Foote. Friedrich (later
Frederick) Spiegelberg, whowrote a review of Hauer’s Yoga als Heilweg in the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung 71 (1932), didattend the seminar, with his wife. and the real change in the inmost structure of their being wouldnot take place.88For Hauer this presented the main difﬁculty lying in the way of gainingan understanding of Kundalini yoga. to
whom we owe agreat deal in the study of yoga and Samkhya . W. 17 Surendranath Dasgupta, Yoga as Philosophy and Religion (London, 1924), 124. within the old Indian science of the soul.”8 6 Gopi Krishna later criticized Jung’s interpretation of a Vedic hymn concerning the pro-ducion of ﬁre through the rubbing of sticks in which Jung saw
‘unequivocal coitus symbol-ism’ (See Psychology of the Unconscious, translated by Beatrice Hinkle, CW, supplement B,§§243–45), stating that “the terms used clearly point to the ﬁre produced by Kundalini.”Kundalini for the New Age: Selected Writings of Gopi Krishna, edited by Gene Kieffer (New York,1988), 67. Professor Tadeus Reichstein, who
attended the seminars,recalled that there was a fee for both Hauer’s and Jung’s seminars (interview with the edi-tor, 23 November 1994). Again and again I have the strong impression thatfor psychotherapy on the whole the way lies in the direction at which youare pointing.”68 Hauer mentioned his forthcoming book on yoga,69 andwrote: I wanted to
ask you, if (in the conviction that your analytical psy- chology and those elements of yoga which could be made effective for the West belong together in a very profound way), I could dedi- cate my book to you.70 If you so desire, I will send you the printedShat-chakra Nirupana)—this manuscript appears incomplete, as it breaks off midwaythrough the
description of the anvhata cakra. 4, “The Localization of Consciousness,” 47–64. 2 vols. He studied at Oxford and became a barrister. What connection is there between esoteric religious traditions and spontaneous individual experience? Now, after his long collabora- tion with Richard Wilhelm on Chinese wisdom, Jung was ready to 56 The World’s
Religions against War. Thus Dasguptawrote: If anyone wishes methodically to pursue a course which may lead him ultimately to the goal aimed at by yoga, he must devote his entire life to it under the strict practical guidance of an advanced teacher. Thecopy in Jung’s library is the ﬁrst edition and contains many marginal annotations.Woodroffe was
born in 1865. However, within the context of Jung’s collaboration withHauer, this was the task of the latter; Jung’s aim was to elucidate thepsychological meaning of spontaneous symbolism that resembled that ofKundalini yoga. 93 Frederic Spiegelberg interview, Jung Oral History Archive, Countway Library of Medi-cine, Harvard Medical School,
Boston, 1–2. According to instructions, I would like to ask you to give us your opinion with regards to this proposition, so that the Club has a deﬁnitive basis for the organisation of the seminar. ? 21 vols. 100 CW, vol. Hauer’s distinction between these two types of yoga was challenged by Zim-mer, who claimed that Hauer was overstating the
difference. 83 “Westliche Parallelen zu den tantrischen Symbolen,” in Tantra Yoga, 153–58. xxxvi INTRODUCTION ation of Fr 12000.76 With regards to method, I would propose at least one hour of lecturing and 1 to 11⁄2 hours of answering ques- tions and discussion. JUNG EDITED BY SONU SHAMDASANI BOLLINGEN SERIES XCIX PRINCETON
UNIVERSITY PRESS COPYRIGHT © 1996 BY PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESSPUBLISHED BY PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, 41 WILLIAM STREET, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED SECOND PRINTING, AND FIRST PAPERBACK PRINTING, 1999 PAPERBACK ISBN 0-691-00676-8THIS EDITION OF THE NOTES OF
JUNG’S SEMINARS IS BEINGPUBLISHED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA BY PRINCETONUNIVERSITY PRESS AND IN ENGLAND BY ROUTLEDGE LTD. 81 Meier, interview with the editor. 67 Emma Jung to Schmitz, 12 October 1931, “C. When this was over, therefore, Jung devoted the ﬁrst three lectures of his English seminar to a
psychological com- 58 Zimmer, “Some Biographical Remarks about Henry R. Kundalini yoga presented Jung with a model for the developmental phases of higher consciousness, and he interpreted its symbols in terms of the process of individuation. Tantra yoga then gives a representation of the condition and the developmental phases of this

impersonality, as it itself in its own way produces the light of a higher suprapersonal consciousness.25At a time when psychology was characterized by the reign of behavior- 22 Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, 202. Here, the full names together withthe country of residence where possible have been given. However, Fowler McCormick,
recalling an analytical interview with Jung in 1937,spoke of Jung’s recommendation of a procedure not without similarities to the çavvsanaasana of Hatha yoga: “Dr. Jung said that under periods of great stress the one thing whichwas useful was to lie down ﬂat on a couch or a bed and just lie quietly there and breathequietly with the sense that . 19
Feuerstein, The Yoga-Sutra of Patanjali: An Exercise in the Methodology of Textual Analysis(London, 1979), 1. In the course of several thousand yearsthese introversions became gradually organized as methods, and alongwidely differing ways.”44 Jung’s concern was not primarily with the ca-nonical and organized methods and teachings of yoga but
with the puta-tive natural processes of introversion that originally underlay them. 35 John Woodroffe, Shakti and Shâkta: Essays and Addresses on the Shâkta Tantrashâstra, 3ded. In the sixties, Jung was adopted as a guru by the new age movement.Not least among the reasons for this was his role in promoting the study,aiding the dissemination, and
providing modern psychological elucida-tions of Eastern thought. Throughout his writings on Eastern thought, while Jung promoted 44 Jung, “Yoga and the West,” §873; translation modiﬁed. Where indicated, for the sake of literalness and accuracy, I havemodiﬁed the translations from the CW. ujñv cakra livFigure 8. The inﬂuence of that experi- ence
in India, to my mind, was very great on Jung in his later years.42 In “Yoga and the West” Jung delimited his brief as follows: I will be silent on the meaning of yoga for India, because I can- not presume to pass judgment on something I do not know from personal experience. See CW, vol.18, §§1716–22. xxvi INTRODUCTIONproach to so-called mental
disorders and the rise of an endless succes-sion of “wonder” drugs such as Prozac, Jung’s insistence on the psycho-genic and symbolic signiﬁcance of such states is even more timely nowthan then. Jung vom 26. 54 Ibid., 165. Zimmer stated that tantrism “in-sists on the holiness and purity of all things; hence, the ‘ﬁve forbiddenthings’ . xvii
INTRODUCTION practising doctor, having to deal directly with suffering and there- fore susceptible people, establishes contact with an Eastern system of healing!3This grand analogy encompassed what Jung saw as the epochal politicaland cultural signiﬁcance of the impact of Eastern thought upon Westernpsychology, and set the stage for his
encounter with Kundalini yoga. Not only were these questions important to analysts in the 1930s but, as Shamdasani stresses, they continue to have psychological relevance for readers on the threshold of the twenty-first century. . See HeinrichZimmer: Coming into His Own, edited by Margaret Case (Princeton, 1994), and A Zen Life:D. 116 Jung,
Modern Psychology 3, 107. Trask (BollingenSeries LVI; reprint, London, 1989), 9. Meier and Tadeus Reichstein forsharing their recollections of the proceedings; Paul Bishop for locatingTadeus Reichstein; Beat Glaus for assisting the consultation of Jung’scorrespondence; Eric Donner, Michael Münchow, and Katherina Ro-wold for translations; Natalie
Baron for assistance with transcription; An-thony Stadlen for supplying a copy of a letter of John Layard; ErnstFalzeder and André Haynal for inviting me to lecture at the Departmentof Psychiatry at the University of Geneva, which enabled me to under-take research in Switzerland; David Holt for the gift of copies of Jung’sGerman-language seminars
and lectures at the Eidgenössische Tech-nische Hochschule; William McGuire for his comments on the manu-script; and the late Mary Foote, for her invaluable work transcribing andediting Jung’s English-language seminars. He wrote: “I myself stand critically opposed tothe hypothesis of native and inherited ‘Archetypes.’ To say above all thatthe
historico-religious empirical basis for the thesis of the ‘archetypes’ isextremely weak.”107 He had also come to a negative judgment on Jung’s 102 In his diary entry for 8 March Hauer wrote: “I am too ‘German’ for these people.”Cited in Dierks, Jakob Wilhelm Hauer, 1881–1962, 297; my translation. Keyserling dealt with yoga in his The TravelDiary of
a Philosopher, which was a much-acclaimed work. Our lecture hall accommodates 60 seats. However, I would advise you, not in the least to save time and effort, to provide the English only with an hour of lectur- ing at a time. It would be verynice if it could be arranged. We believe also that if any government deprives a people of these rights and
oppresses them, the people have the further right to alter it or to abolish it. 49 Ibid., 71. JUNG APPEARS AT THE BACK OF THIS VOLUME THE PSYCHOLOGY OFKUNDALINI YOGA NOTES OF THE SEMINAR GIVEN IN 1932 BY C. 113 Jung, The Visions Seminar, vol. 3–8 October (Zurich,1933), and bearing the title Tantra Yoga on the spine, differed
in contentfrom the English edition. Hauer with Psychological Commentary byDr. C. Jung’s insistence on the psychogenic and symbolic significance of such states is even more timely now than then. Finally, I would like to thankthe Erbengemeinschaft C. 119 On the contemporary signiﬁcance of the notion of hybridity within the postcolonialcontext, see
Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London, 1993). 117 Gopi Krishna, Kundalini for the New Age, 43. (U.S.)Diebold, Mrs.Fierz, Mrs. He died in 1936. 25 Résumé of Jung’s lecture “Indische Parallelen” (Indian parallels), 7 October 1931, in Bericht über das Deutsche Seminar von Dr. C. 68 Hauer to Jung, 20 November 1931, ETH, translated by
Katherina Rowold. Moreover, the East is too far above everyday reality for us, aim- ing at Nirvana instead of at our present, three-dimensional life. The Prapanchasvratantramwas vol. 94 Hans Trüb to Martin Buber, 27 November 1932, Buber Archive, Hebrew University ofJerusalem; my translation. Why did these men not adhere to scientiﬁc research, philosophical reﬂections in the Western manner, life and deed, as the only ways to “salvation”? *Munich, 30 May. xxii INTRODUCTIONgious rediscovery of the mystery of woman.”22 The different outlook oftantrism was reﬂected in its practice, which often utilized elements ab-sent from traditional religious rituals. Of this event, Emma Jung
wrote to Oskar Schmitz on 12 October:“The seminar was very well attended again—we were quite surprised that despite the criti-cal times so many participants came from Germany, too. P. Onthe translation of puruüa, which is often rendered as “self,” see lecture 2, nn. Hence Hauer’s lectures followed these in for-mat and timing. Patterson-Black and
V. 109 Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, 249. Ren-ning (New York, 1984). G. For what has emerged from the Eastern spirit is based upon the peculiar history of that mentality, which is most fundamentally different from ours.15 TANTRISM AND KUNDALINI YOGAThe omnipresence of yoga classes alongside aerobics, weight training,massage,
and other sects of the contemporary body cults at sports andﬁtness centers makes it easy to forget that yoga is an ancient spiritualdiscipline. The Spring editionhas been of assistance in this regard. The workin question was in all likelihood Jung’s collection of papers Seelenprobleme der Gegenwart(Soul problems of the present) (Zurich, 1931). 3,
Eastern Texts. Jung’s “Psychological Club.”105In his view Jung’s analytical psychology had become a method and hencehad succumbed to the dangers of the psychotechnical externalizationthat had been a danger for yoga.106 In Der Yoga he devoted a chapter toa critique of Jung’s work. I went to India as a missionary in the ordinary sense, but I came
back from India a missionary in a different sense. Do you know what hap- pened, when Rome subjugated the near East politically? Jung had a copy of this book in his library. This particular lecture demonstrates the rela-tion between Hauer’s and Jung’s approaches. He was knighted in 1915, and returned tobecome a reader in Indian law at Oxford
from 1923 to 1930. Davies (London, 1937), 29–30. Edited by Sir Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, and Gerhard Adler; William McGuire, ex- ecutive editor; translated by R.F.C. Hull. 112 Jung to A. Jung, the researcherof a new way for mankind.” Copies of this work, together with Hauer’s Die Bhagavadgita inneuer Sicht mit Uebersetzungen (The
Bhagavadgita in a new light, with translation) (Stuttgart,1934), are in Jung’s library, bearing personal inscriptions to Jung. These are located in different parts of the body andlinked by channels (nvìzs), the most important of which are the iìv,piõgalv, and suüumõv. Such introversions lead to characteristic inner pro-cesses of personality changes. Harold Coward concluded: With today’s much better knowledge of Eastern thought, it is doubt- ful that Jung’s “rope trick” of standing Kundalini yoga on its head and then lopping off the last two cakras as “superﬂuous speculations with no practical value” would be accepted. Cary F. Before Jung himself took up the sub-ject, his work was already being
compared to yoga—and the “new pathsin psychology” that he sought to open up since leaving the auspices ofthe International Psychoanalytical Association promised to be the mostfertile crossroads between Eastern and Western approaches. 32 The ûa°-cakra-nirÖpaõa (Description of the six centers) was the sixth chapter ofPurõanvnda-Svvmz’s åritattva-cintvmaõz, composed in 1577. On Hannah’s confusion see appendix 3, 92. Zürich, 1932.Interpretation of Visions = C. ElsewhereJung contended that the violence of colonial imperialism presented the West with an im-perative to understand Eastern thought: “The European invasion of the East was an act ofviolence on a grand scale. 89 Ibid., 1–2.
However, the problems that confront Jung’s interpretations at amore general level apply to other attempts to translate the terms of Kun-dalini yoga into modern concepts.118 In the course of such attempts theterms became hybridized, and the resultant blend is no longer distinctly“Eastern” or “Western.”119 Ultimately, Jung’s seminars should be assessed in terms of the goal he set forward in the following statements: Western consciousness is by no means consciousness in general. 106. This happens, in my opinion, neither to our advantage nor to the advantage of those ideas. Humphries, “Yoga Philosophy and Jung,” in The Yogi and the Mystic:Studies in Indian and Comparative Mysticism,
edited by Karl Werner (London, 1989), 140–48. Oktober inKüsnacht-Zürich, 66–73. The cakras xlixFigure 2. With sensitivity toward a new generation’s interest in alternative religions and psychological exploration, Sonu Shamdasani has brought together the lectures and discussions from this seminar. In addition, there exists a two-page manuscript
headed “Tantr.Texts. are extremely in- teresting in themselves, and have a deﬁnitely assured place in the history of the progress of human thought.51Likewise, Eliade wrote: We have no intention of inviting Western scholars to practice yoga (which, by the way, is not so easy as some amateurs are wont to suggest) or of proposing that the various
Western disciplines prac- tice yogic methods or adopt the yogic ideology. Eliade notedthat “tantric texts are often composed in an ‘intentional language’(sandhv-bhvüv), a secret, dark and ambiguous language in which a stateof consciousness is expressed by an erotic term and the vocabulary ofmythology or cosmology is charged with Hatha-yogic or
sexual mean-ings.”109 This leads to the situation that a tantric text can be read with a number of keys: liturgical, yogic, tantric, etc. 7, 30–31. Zimmer,” Artistic Form and Yogain the Sacred Images of India, translated by G. Chapple and J. Cimbal (Leipzig, 1930). Miller (London, 1971), 6. For journeyers to the East, he was adopted as aforefather. For a
compre-hensive guide to the practice of Kundalini yoga, see Swami Satyananda Saraswati, KundaliniTantra (Bihar, 1993). 1 For information on Mary Foote, see Edward Foote, “Who was Mary Foote,” Spring: AnAnnual of Archetypal Psychology and Jungian Thought (1974): 256–68. However, I want to leave the decision entirely to you since you seem
to know Spiegelberg.78 76 This ﬁgure should probably be “Fr 1200.” The membership list of the PsychologicalClub for 1933 lists sixty members and twenty-eight guests, of whom about a dozen seemedto reside outside Switzerland. Paranjpe, D. Viçuddha cakra liiiFigure 7. Laing stated… ‘It was Jung who broke the ground here, but few followed
him.’” — From the introduction by Sonu Shamdasani Jung’s seminar on Kundalini yoga, presented to the Psychological Club in Zurich in 1932, has been widely regarded as a milestone in the psychological understanding of Eastern thought and of the symbolic transformations of inner experience. The ‘purusa’-atman was for me acomplete new
revelation—above all, the very foreign way (Kundaliniyoga) to it for us.”94 Hauer’s method seemed to have inﬂuenced Jung’s. CM. Such characterizations follow a long line of orientalistspeculations in which Indian thought was characterized as dreamlike (Hegel) or as beingdominated by imagination (Schlegel). Heim, and K.Adam, Germany’s New
Religion: The German Faith Movement, translated by T. the wind of disturbance blew over one.” Fowler McCormickinterview, Jung Oral History Archive, Countway Library of Medicine, Harvard MedicalSchool, 17. At a memorial for his deceased colleague, the sinologistRichard Wilhelm, Jung echoed these dramatic events: If we look to the East: an
overwhelming destiny is fulﬁlling itself. Jung took the opportunity to travel in India for threemonths, during which time he received honorary doctorates from theUniversities of Allahabad, Benares, and Calcutta.40 On his return he 37 R. 110 Ibid., 252. Juli 1933 [Berlin, 1933]). We were used to the unconscious taking us into this process very
gradually, every dream revealing a little more of the process, but the East has been working at such meditation techniques for many centuries and has therefore collected far more symbols than we were able to di- gest. (New York, 1899). The same thing happened in a seminar held by him on Kundalini, of which a written summary is available in the
Jung Institute. There has been a great deal of literature comparing yoga andpsychotherapy. Alice Lewisohn (U.S.)Dell, Mr. Stanley W. Would you be there too?”67 In the ﬁrst letter locatedbetween Hauer and Jung, Hauer thanked Jung for sending him his newbook: “I am sure that I will also derive sundry beneﬁts from it for theupcoming seminar.
(Switzerland)Reichstein, Dr. Tadeus (Switzerland)Sawyer, Mrs. xx INTRODUCTIONvelopment. 50 Jung, “Yoga and the West,” in CW, vol. Each cakra was again thought to represent the gross and the subtle elements . Notes on the Lectures Given at the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule, Zürich, by Prof. Vetter, 25 January 1932, Jung: Letters,
vol. 34 Ibid., 639. In Kundalini yoga the body is represented as consisting in a series ofcakras: mulvdhvra, svvdhiü°hvna, maõipÖra, anvhata, viçuddha, vjñv,and sahasrvra. Throughout India gatherings took a pledge that began: We believe that it is the inalienable right of the Indian people, as of any other people, to have freedom and to enjoy the fruits
of their toil and have the necessities of life, so that they may have full oppor- tunities of growth. Hauer, as the specialist, was to present a scholarly philo-logical and historical account to provide the root support for Jung’s psy-chological interpretation.64 Further evidence that Jung’s seminar was by no means simply a spon-taneous improvisation is
given by the fact that in both 1930 and 1931 hepresented lectures on Kundalini yoga and the symbolism of the cakras.65The ﬁrst of these appears to be Jung’s ﬁrst public presentation of thesubject (see appendix 1). 111 Coward, Jung and Eastern Thought, 123. Another point of view seems to us far more fertile—to study, as attentively as possible, the
results obtained by such means of exploring the psyche.52 48 Jung, Modern Psychology 3, 17. Nevertheless, if the world exists and endures, it isbecause of the ‘ignorance’ of spirit.”16 What distinguishes yoga is its es-sentially practical cast. Laing, The Politics of Experience and the Birds of Paradise (London, 1985), 137.Jung’s view that so-called
pathological experiences may in actuality be misrecognized expe-riences of the arousal of Kundalini is conﬁrmed and developed by Lee Sannella, The Kun-dalini Experience: Psychosis or Transcendence? MaõipÖra cakra liFigure 5. 1, 87; translation modiﬁed. Feuerstein and J. In her editorial preface Foote noted thatthe text had been corrected by both
Hauer and Jung. The actual at-tendance was far higher (see p. He described his intention as follows: “We, who are for-eigners, must place ourselves in the skin of the Hindu, and must look attheir doctrine and ritual through their eyes and not our own.”35 Jung claimed that the symbolism of Kundalini yoga suggested that thebizarre symptomatology
that patients at times presented actually re-sulted from the awakening of the Kundalini. The Psycho- logical Club is prepared in this case to take charge of the organisa- tion and above all to put the hall at your disposition free of charge. At the same time, these interests of Jung together with theirappropriation by the counterculture were seen by many
as conﬁrmationof the mystical obscurantism of his psychology. Buddhism featuredprominently in von Hartmann’s Philosophie des Unbewussten (Philosophy of the uncon-scious) (Berlin, 1870). xxxviii). 11, §866; translation modiﬁed. Jung frequently related anecdotes of his experiences there in his seminars andletters. The Proceedings of the
Preliminary Conference Held at Ge-neva, September 1928, to Make Arrangements for a Universal Religious Peace Conference (NewYork, 1928), 60. Hauer presented himselfas an Indologist seeking psychotherapists with whom he could have adialogue concerning the similarities and differences between yoga andpsychotherapy. that they are
appropriate to the organism of the European.53Jung’s conclusion that something analogous to yoga would arise on thebasis of Christianity was also close to Keyserling’s view on the Christianbasis of Western psychology: The Indian concepts are alien to us Westerners; most people are incapable—it is just the theosophists who prove this—of acquiring
an inner relation to them. This text, which includes John Borelli’s “Annotated Bibliographyof Jung and Eastern Traditions,” remains the most useful overall study of Jung and Indianthought, upon which it focuses. Overall itwas for me inspiring as anticipated. H. 15 Jung to Schmitz, 26 May 1923, “C. In contrast to the mas-culinist cast of traditional
Hinduism, Eliade noted that in tantrism, “forthe ﬁrst time in the spiritual history of Aryan India, the Great Goddessacquires a predominant position. (Lower Lake, Calif., 1992). xlii INTRODUCTIONinterpretation of Kundalini yoga: “In my view in the Jungian circle themythic images of tantric yoga are all too rapidly put together with the‘Archetypes,’
which doesn’t help the clear understanding of either.”108 However, formidable problems confront any attempt to interpret tan-tric texts, because of the complexity of their composition. In his diary for 11 March, Hauer notedthat the subject of his lecture that day was the spiritual and religious background of thepolitical situation in Germany (cited in
Dierks, Jakob Wilhelm Hauer, 1881–1962, 297).This presumably was the lecture that Meier is referring to. Meier, The Psychology of Jung, vol. 41 Jung, CW, vol. Mircea Eliade stated that foryoga and Svôkhya philosophy to which it is related, in contrast to otherIndian schools of thought, “the world is real (not illusory—as it is, forexample, for Vedvnta).
In the German seminar I will assist you with the psy- chological side.77From this it appears that Hauer was to be paid the proceeds of the regis-tration fees. It was equally emphasized that a course exceed- ing a duration of one week (6 lectures) would not be desirable. In 1937 he was invited by the British Government to take part in thetwenty-ﬁfth
anniversary celebrations at the University of Calcutta the fol-lowing year. Schmitz claimed that ofthe schools of psychoanalysis it was Jung’s rather than Freud’s or Adler’sthat lay closest to yoga: “With the Jungian system for the ﬁrst time thepossibility enters that psychoanalysis can contribute to human higher de- 9 Keyserling, The Travel Diary of a
Philosopher, 124–25. Hence he was concerned to differentiate his approachfrom indigenous Eastern understandings, as represented in the mis-sionary efforts of the Ramakrishna movement and such advocates as Ro-main Rolland,47 the Western appropriation of Eastern teachings, such asby the theosophists, Hauer’s historico-existential approach,
and thespiritual valorization of Eastern thought by Keyserling’s School of Wis-dom, and contrastingly to demonstrate the speciﬁcity of a psychologicalviewpoint. Opinions concerning Hauer vary considerably among scholars. [later] superimposed elements broughtit into line with Vedanta.” History of the Tantric Religion: A Historical, Ritualistic and
Philosoph-ical Study (New Delhi, 1982), 14. 47 Romain Rolland, Prophets of the New India, translated by Malcolm Smith (London,1930). This volume also offers newly translated material from Jung’s German language seminars, a seminar by the indologist Wilhelm Hauer presented in conjunction with that of Jung, illustrations of the cakras, and Sir
John Woodroffe’s classic translation of the tantric text, the Sat-cakra Nirupana. For a prolegomena to the consideration of Hull’stranslations, see my “Reading Jung Backwards? Hence thecomparison between the two was not to be unexpected (not least by thepotential customers). The further we get, the more closely do we approachthe views of the
Indians. I learned that we have only the right to state, to testify to what is in us, and not expect others to be converted to our point of view, much less to try to convert them.56Together with his pastorate, Hauer undertook studies in comparativereligion. 2 Her lecture, which contained interpretations of Goethe’s work through the symbolismof
Kundalini yoga, was published in full in her Studien zu C. 42 Fowler McCormick interview, Jung Oral History Archive, Countway Library of Medi-cine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, 25–26. It is not known what speciﬁc practices Jungutilized. But ifthis is not the case, we will have to arrange it for the autumn.”73 It seemsthat it was not possible for
the necessary audience to be present, for Jungsubsequently wrote to Hauer: “By the way, how do you feel about theproposal to hold the planned seminar in the autumn? 11. I know that our unconscious is crammed with Eastern symbolism. 65 On 11 October 1930, Jung’s lecture was on Indian parallels (see appendix 1). 62 Harold Coward, Jung and
Eastern Thought (with contributions by J. Jungs Psychologie (Zurich:Daimon, 1981), 285–318. 122 On the encounter of Western psychology and Eastern thought, see Eugene Taylor,“Contemporary Interest in Classical Eastern Psychology,” in Asian Contributions to Psychology,edited by A. xix INTRODUCTIONWhat was distinctive about Keyserling’s
approach was that he viewedyoga as a psychological system superior to any in the West: “The Indianshave done more than anyone else to perfect the method of trainingwhich leads to an enlargement and deepening of consciousness. Like Richard Wilhelm, Hauer was more im-pressed by the spirituality he met than by that which he brought withhim. 4
For an overview of the introduction of yoga in the West, see Georg Feuerstein, “EastComes West: An Historical Perspective,” in Feuerstein, Sacred Paths (Burdett, N.Y., 1991).On the introduction of Eastern thought in general, see Eastern Spirituality in America: SelectedWritings, edited by Robert Elwood (New York, 1987). I think this seminar is still
the last word that has ever been saidabout the deeper psychological meanings of yoga practice.”93 News ofthe lectures spread far. Jung’scorrespondence with Hauer sheds new light on the active organizationalrole he took in the seminars. 11, §770. 59 Feuerstein, “The Essence of Yoga,” in A Reappraisal of Yoga: Essays in Indian Philosophy,edited by
G. He goes on to orient today’s audience toward an appreciation of some of the questions that stirred the minds of Jung and his seminar group: What is the relation between Eastern schools of liberation and Western psychotherapy? Laing stated in this regard, “It was Jung who brokethe ground here, but few have followed him.”37 Jung’s published
writings speciﬁcally on Indian religion consisted oftwo essays, “Yoga and the West” (1936) and “The Psychology of EasternMeditation” (1948), together with a foreword to Zimmer’s 1944 Der Wegzum Selbst (The way to the self), which Jung edited.38 His most extensivework on these topics was presented in his seminars—commencing withthe
“Western Parallels” seminars in 1930 (see appendix 1), 1931, and1932 and the Kundalini seminars in 1932, and culminating in his com-mentaries on Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras, the Amitvyur-Dhyvna-SÖtra and theShrichakrasambhara in 1938–39 at the Eidgenössische TechnischeHochschule in Zurich.39 Given the format, Jung’s statements in this seminar must be taken provisionally, as constituting work in progress. The presiding deities of the cakras were origi- nally tantric goddesses. 29 For a fascinating ﬁrsthand account of the awakening of the Kundalini accompanied bya lucid psychological commentary, see Gopi Krishna, Kundalini: The Evolutionary Energy inMan, with a psychological
commentary by James Hillman (London, 1970). Not surprisingly, the three were often at variance, bothin their terminology and in their understanding of the processes in-volved. 69 J. 95 Reichstein, interview with the editor. T. Surendranath Dasgupta noted: “The yoga philos-ophy has essentially a practical tone and its object consists mainly
indemonstrating the means of attaining salvation, oneness, the liberationof purusha.”17 Many different deﬁnitions and accounts of yoga have 14 Ibid., 65, translated by Eric Donner. 11 Jung, CW, vol. He deﬁned yoga as follows: “Yoga means to graspthe real essence, the inner structure of a matter, in its living reality as a 79 Letters of Emma Jung to
Hauer, cited in Dierks, Jakob Wilhelm Hauer, 1881–1962,283. We have conquered the East politically. Jung was confronted with a very disorientated group who had greatly ap- preciated but been unable to digest Hauer’s brilliant exposition of Kundalini yoga. These problems stem from the lectures and study seminars in C. Jung: Letters to Oskar
Schmitz, 1921–31,” Psy-chological Perspectives 6 (1975): 81; translation modiﬁed. This included a spell at the University of Oxford. 2 Hauer spoke on “Der Yoga im Lichte der Psychotherapie” (Yoga in the light of psycho-therapy), in Bericht über den V. 7 F. The present work can in no sense be considered as a prac- tical guide for such purposes.
Hauer, K. Following Emma Jung’s invitation, Hauer stayed at Jung’s house dur-ing the lectures.79 Meier stated that Hauer’s German seminar took placefrom 10:00 A.M. to noon with a tea break. No Text Content! BOLLINGEN SERIES XCIX A COMPLETE LIST OF THE COLLECTED WORKS OF C. Manuscripts 1) and 3) closely correspond tothe text
of “Indische Parallelen” (see appendix 1), which suggests that Jung used themdirectly to lecture from. We also recognize a sort of reli-ETH). Suzuki Remembered, edited by Masao Abe (New York, 1986). 13. 103 Mircea Eliade interview, Jung Oral History Archive, 11. It was Hauer’stalk “Der Yoga im Lichte der Psychotherapie” (Yoga in the light of psychotherapy) that drew the attention of Jung. 8 Count Hermann Keyserling, The Travel Diary of a Philosopher, translated by J. S.S. xiii MEMBERS OF THE SEMINARThe following list accounts for persons whose names appear in the origi-nal multigraphed transcript, and others known to have attended. 80 Reichstein, interview with the editor.
PAPER)1. He said Hauer was one of thevery few scholars in Germany sympathetic with the Nazi regime whichScholem said, ‘I don’t have anything against.’ ”103 Hauer carried on his half of his dialogue with Jung on the comparisonbetween yoga and psychotherapy in his subsequent publications. Jung, 5–10. Did we actually need a new impulse from
the East? On the relation of this lecture to the lecture of the same title in the appendix to this volume, see xxxiv. On 13 June 1931 Hauer presented a lecture, “Ueberblick über denYoga” (Overview of yoga), to the Psychological Club in Zurich. One may add that their attainment is notexactly common in India. I can, however, say something about what it
means for the West. Most commentators concur that the cakras andthe nvìzs are not intended as physiological depictions of the body in thecontemporary Western sense but represent a subtle or mystical body.Feuerstein described them as “idealized version of the structure of thesubtle body, which are meant to guide the yogin’s visualisation
andcontemplation.”26 Jung’s lectures are principally taken up with providing a modern psy-chological interpretation of the cakras. But since it was my purpose to learn what wasgoing on within myself, I would do them only until I had calmed myselfand could take up again the work with the unconscious.”30 In Hauer’s last English lecture (see
appendix 3), Jung gave an accountof how his interest in Kundalini was awakened through an encounterwith a European woman brought up in the East who presented dreamsand fantasies that he could not understand until he came across Sir John 27 Bhattacharyya, History of the Tantric Religion, 324–25. 12. 78 Jung to Hauer, 23 June 1932, in ibid.
xxxii INTRODUCTION take over similar stuff from Indic scholars. Schmitz died later that year and hence was unable to attend. Neither contains mar-ginal annotations. As the second largely reduplicates this, it hasnot been included in this volume. How-ever, such cautions are frequently found in the works of writers on yogacontemporary to Jung both
in the East and in the West. In hiswork Germanic Vision of God, Hauer proclaimed the advent of a specificallyGerman (or Indo-Germanic) religion that would provide a liberationfrom the “alien” Semitic spirit of Christianity. Sawyer: But in the cakras we always had the Kundalini separate. Thus Reichstein recalled having dreams that depictedthe
movement of the Kundalini serpent during and after the seminars,and that “at least a few” others had similar experiences.95 PSYCHOLOGY AND YOGA: PROBLEMS OF COMPARISON AND COLLABORATIONShortly after his lectures, Hauer wrote to Jung: “The week in Zurich hasprovided me with much stimulation and perhaps I may entertain
thehope that the threads of our co-operation have been tightened a little as 92 Reichstein, interview with the editor. Jung, in his commentary on the book [The Secret of the Golden Flower], entirely preoccupied with his own theories about the un- conscious, despite the unambiguous nature of the statements in the work, ﬁnds in it only material for the
corroboration of his own ideas, and nothing beyond that. The project never ma-terialized. For us the beginning of October would be most suit-able.”74 Hauer replied: “I will gladly hold the seminars in the autumn.Beginning in October would be good for me.”75 A few months later,Jung wrote to Hauer: Following our recent discussion in the Club on
your seminar in the autumn, I am approaching you with the polite request to give your opinion on our proposition: in light of the current economic situa- tion the organisation of a seminar is not entirely easy. I would bevery grateful, if you could soon inform me as to which date would beconvenient for you. Narendra Nath Bhat-tacharyya noted that
“although Tantra in its earlier stage opposed the Vedantic philosophyof illusion and admitted the reality of the world . In addition,from 1933 to 1937, the Eranos conferences, where Jung presented major studies on thearchetypes, the process of individuation, and alchemy, were focused on the contrast be-tween Eastern and Western thought: “Yoga
and Meditation in the East and the West”(1933), “Symbolism and Spiritual Guidance in the East and the West” (1934 and 1935),“The Shaping of the Idea of Redemption in the East and the West” (1936 and 1937), andsuch contrasts continued to play an important role in the following years. I. A further account of Jung’s time in India is found in
MDR,304–14. “Kundalini yoga presented Jung with a model of something that was almost completely lacking in Western psychology — an account of the development phases of higher consciousness…. xxxvii INTRODUCTION Hauer’s lectures were titled “Der Yoga, im besondern die Bedeutungdes cakras” (Yoga, the meaning of the cakras in particular)
and tookplace between 3 and 8 October. Winter in “The Yoga System and Psychoanalysis.”7He contrasted psychoanalysis, as depicted in the work of Freud andJung, with Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras. 97 Jung to Hauer, 14 November 1932, Jung: Letters, vol. At a subsequent stage, in conformity with the tantric idea that the human body is the micro- cosm of
the universe, worldly objects such as the sun, moon, moun- tains, rivers, etc., were connected with these cakras. 82 Meier donated these to the Jung Institute when it was founded, and they remain there(interview with the editor). JUNG / EDITED BY SONU SHAMDASANI. 3.: Consciousness, translated by D. Jung’s lectures were published in abridged
form without annotationsin Spring: Journal of Archetypal Psychology and Jungian Thought (1975 and1976). Schopenhauer hadcompared Meister Eckhart’s writings with the Vedanta (ibid., 428). Svvdhiü°hvna cakra lFigure 4. In this case, one week of sold-out seminar would bring you a remuner- 71 Hauer to Jung, 20 November 1931, in ETH;
translated by Katherina Rowold. This leads to a far-reaching transformation of thepersonality.29 JUNG’S ENCOUNTER WITH YOGAIn Memories, Dreams, Reﬂections, Jung recounted how during his “confron-tation with the unconscious” around the time of the First World War, “Iwas frequently so wrought up that I had to eliminate the
emotionsthrough yoga practices. von Hartmann. ForSchopenhauer on India, see Schwab, The Oriental Renaissance, 427–35. (U.S.)Bertine, Dr. Eleanor (U.S.)Crowley, Mrs. xxxi INTRODUCTION My ﬁve years’ experience in India has widened and deepened my religious views in a way I had never expected. SERIES.BL1238.56.K86J86 1996294.5'43—
DC20 95–44198THIS BOOK HAS BEEN COMPOSED IN BASKERVILLETHE PAPER USED IN THIS PUBLICATION MEETS THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF ANSI/NISO Z39.48-1992 (R1997) (PERMANENCE OF PAPER)HTTP://PUP.PRINCETON.EDUPRINTED IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 3 5 7 9 10 8 6 4 2 IN MEMORIAMMichael
Scott Montague Fordham (1905–1995) TABLE OF CONTENTSLIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS ix xiPREFACE xiii xivACKNOWLEDGMENTS xvMEMBERS OF THE SEMINAR xvii 3LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 23INTRODUCTION: JUNG’S JOURNEY TO THE EAST, 42 by Sonu Shamdasani 60 71Lecture 1: 12 October 1932Lecture 2: 19 October 1932 79Lecture
3: 26 October 1932 88Lecture 4: 2 November 1932 111Appendix 1: Indian Parallels, 11 October 1930Appendix 2: Jung’s Comments in Hauer’s German Lectures, 121 5–8 October 1932Appendix 3: Hauer’s English Lecture, 8 October 1932Appendix 4: ûa°-cakra-nirÖpaõaINDEXvii LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS xlvii xlviiiFigure 1. — (BOLLINGEN SERIES ;
99) ISBN 0-691-02127-9 (CL : ALK. Rieber (New York, 1988), 79–119. The Correspondence between MichaelFordham and Richard Hull Concerning ‘The Type Problem in Poetry’ in Jung’s Psychologi-cal Types,” Spring: A Journal of Archetype and Culture 55 (1994): 110–27. Henderson) (Delhi, 1991) (citations are to the Indian edition), 110–11;
JohnClarke, Jung and Eastern Thought: A Dialogue with the Orient (London, 1994), 110. It is not a method of yoga, and does not even want to beone, but possibly Jung’s system is such.”14 Jung’s response to Schmitz’swork was equivocal: Inasmuch as I regard the psychoanalytical and psychosynthetic methods likewise as means of self-improvement,
your comparison with the yoga method seems thoroughly plausible to me. Brody was the publisher of the proceedings of the Eranos conferences, the Era-nos Jahrbücher. 74 Jung to Hauer, 1 March 1932, in ibid. 101 Meier, letter to the editor, 25 October 1993. 63 Meier, interview with the editor. 90 Ibid., 19.91 Meier, interview with the editor. Linda
(Switzerland)Foote, Mary (U.S.)Hannah, Miss Barbara (U.K.)Kranefeld, Dr. Wolfgang (Germany)Mehlich, Mrs. This was a thrillingly interesting parallel to the process of individuation, but, as always happens when a perfected Indian philosophy is placed before a European audi- ence, we all got terribly out of ourselves and confused. A more lasting
effect of this impression of the destructiveness of Kali was the emotional foundation it gave him for the conviction that evil was not a nega- tive thing but a positive thing. This present unabridged edition is based on the text of Mary Foote’sﬁrst edition. Zimmer, in Heidelberg, has asked me if he could come. 104 Hauer, Der Yoga: Ein Indischer Weg
zum Selbst (Leipzig, 1958). Jung had copies of several of Vivekânanda’s works in his library. Reece(New York, 1925), 255–56. A German edition edited by Linda Fierz and Toni Wolff entitled Be-richt über das Lecture von Prof. Hauer had a seminary [sic] on Kundaliniyoga at Zuerich, and I introduced myself at this forum with a lecture on the types of
yoga in Indian tradition, in the spring of 1932.58By contrast, Feuerstein stated that “J. 107 Hauer, Der Yoga, 419; my translation. 15, §90; translation modiﬁed. 18 Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, 4. Vols. The British Government in India has not only deprived the Indian people of their freedom but has based itself on the exploitation of the
masses, and has ruined India economically, politically, culturally, and spiritually. xiv LIST OF ABBREVIATIONSAnalytical Psychology = Analytical Psychology: Notes of the Seminar Given in 1925 by C. It is the Universal Power as it is connected with theﬁnite body-mind.”28 The object is to awaken Kundalini through ritualpractices and to enable her
ascent up the suüumõv nvìz through thecakra system. It rejected the prevalent caste system and represented atransvaluation of values. S.S. 118 Such as Gopi Krishna’s own theoretical attempts to transcribe it in contemporarypost-Darwinian categories, as in the following statement: “In the language of science, Kun-dalini represents the mechanism of
evolution in human beings.” Gopi Krishna, Kundalinifor the New Age, 87. Scott-Craig andR. For all that, it would not be impossible for me to gather an English audi- ence for you. There also exists a series of undatedmanuscripts of Jung’s which demonstrate the careful preparation thathe put into his seminars.66 Jung was lecturing on the topic of
Kundaliniyoga and giving symbolic interpretations of the cakras before his collabo- 61 Barbara Hannah, Jung: His Life and Work: A Biographical Memoir (New York and Lon-don, 1976), 206. Psychological research conﬁrms, step by step,the assertions contained . For a model case study, see PeterBishop, Dreams of Power: Tibetan Buddhism, the
Western Imagination and Depth Psychology (Lon-don, 1992). not only possessed a richknowledge of Indian thought, but was also well acquainted with Westernculture. A. From 1904–22, he was on the standing council for the Government of Indiaand Puisne judge of the high court of Calcutta. xxviii INTRODUCTIONThus Jung’s interest, in contrast with
Dasgupta’s, were with yoga not as“philosophy and religion” but as psychology. xv INTRODUCTION JUNG’S JOURNEY TO THE EAST26 January 1930. Thespelling of these terms in the ûa°-cakra-nirÖpaõa and other texts cited hasbeen maintained in the original form. 18 of Woodroffe’s Tantrik Texts (Calcutta, 1935), in ETH. As a theme for the lecture
at the Polytechni-cum I would propose Psychology or Philosophy of Yoga (specially Patanjali Yoga Sutra).”( Jung to Dasgupta, 17 April 1939, ETH). Meier recalled that the tone of Hauer’s German lectures was dry andthere was little time for dialogue except in the tea breaks. It wasn’t long before dysentery overcame Dr. Jung and I had to take him to
the English hospital at Calcutta. From the experiential viewpoint Gopi Krishna criticized Jung’s exposi-tion: C. To characterize the latter, it isuseful to consider several general features of the tantric movement. Meier recalled that Hauer lec-tured on “the symbolic meaning of the ﬂag (svastika), which met withextremely severe criticism and
opposition.”101 Their divergent views of 96 Hauer to Jung, 11 November 1932, in ETH; translated by Katherina Rowold. He claimed that “important parallels with yoga [andanalytical psychology] have come to light, especially with Kundalini yogaand the symbolism of tantric yoga, Lamaism, and Taoistic yoga in China.These forms of yoga with their
rich symbolism afford me invaluable com-parative material for the interpretation of the collective unconscious.”46Jung’s aim was to develop a cross-cultural comparative psychology ofinner experience. While a great deal had already been written com-paring Eastern and Western thought,5 the advent of the new depth psy- 3 “Richard Wilhelm: In
Memoriam,” in CW, vol. More precisely, it is a delicate problem to distinguish between the “concrete” and the “symbolic,” tantric svdhana having as its goal precisely the transub- stantiation of every “concrete” experience, the transformation of physiology into liturgy.110Subsequent evaluations of Jung’s psychological interpretations haveturned upon
whether one can regard it as a valid additional “key.” Theyhave been criticized by both scholars and adepts of Kundalini yoga. Jung described them as “very wonderful” ( Jung to Mrs. An account of Jung’s encounter with Eastern thought would be in-complete without mention of Count Hermann Keyserling and hisSchool of Wisdom at Darmstadt, which
provided a collegiate environ-ment for Jung’s explorations. 86 Ibid., 14.87 Ibid., 13. 12 (1939). Duringthe summer Jung wrote to Hauer: The rumour about your seminar is already creating a stir. The theory of letters, of the alphabet symbolising different tattvas was also grafted, and in this way we by Olga von Koenig-Fachsenfeld (Stuttgart, 1932), 66–
67; my translation. 105 Ibid., 5; my translation. Did the West itself not also have in its mysticism a way to the inner, that was of better use to it than yoga? Hauer. 28 Feuerstein, Yoga: The Technology of Ecstasy, 264. 115 Jung, CW, vols. I hope that the book will be printed at the latest by the time I give my seminar in Zu- rich. xxv
INTRODUCTIONWoodroffe’s The Serpent Power,31 which consisted of translations of theûa°-cakra-nirÖpaõa and the Pvdukv-pañcaka, together with extensive com-mentaries.32 Woodroffe was primarily responsible for making the tantric textsknown in the West through his translations and commentaries.33 Hestated: “All the world (I speak of course
of those interested in such sub-jects) is beginning to speak of Kundalinî Shakti.”34 This was in no smallpart due to his sympathetic treatment of a subject that had been treatedwith derision. This is borne out by an interchange shortly after the Kundalini sem-inars in the resumption of the seminar on visions: Mrs. 21 Agehananda Bharati, The Tantric
Tradition (London, 1992), 18. xli INTRODUCTIONthe religio-political situation in Germany led to a break between Hauerand Jung and his circle.102 Concerning Hauer’s conduct during this pe-riod, Mircea Eliade recalled: “I heard from Scholem that Hauer was stilla very good man because during the Nazi persecution, he adopted twoor three Jewish
children, or a Jewish girl. In editing the transcript, silent changes have been restricted to minoralterations in punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The spirit of the East entered Rome. Agehananda Bharati stated,“What distinguishes tantric from other Hindu and Buddhist teaching isits systematic emphasis on the identity of the absolute [paramvrtha]
andthe phenomenal [vyavahvra] world when ﬁltered through the experi-ence of worship [svdhanv].”21 Tantrism was anti-ascetic and anti-specu-lative, and represented a transgressive countercurrent to mainstreamHinduism. It has left us with the duty—noblesse oblige—of understandingthe spirit of the East.” “Commentary on ‘The Secret of the
Golden Flower,’ ” in CW, vol. (Germany)Thiele, MissTrüb, Dr. Hans (Switzerland)Wolff, Miss Antonia (Switzerland) 1 See Paul Bishop, “The Members of Jung’s Seminar on Zarathustra,” Spring: A Journal ofArchetype and Culture 56 (1994): 92–112. Club. See Ronald Inden, Imagining India (London, 1990),93–97. But it is not at all the ac-tual East we
are dealing with but the fact of the collective unconscious,which is omnipresent.”112 Thus for Jung, the Western “discovery” of theEast constituted a critical chapter in the “discovery” of the collective un-conscious. Oktober 1930 in Küsnacht-Zürich(Stuttgart, 1931) have been newly translated by Katherina Rowold andMichael Münchow respectively
and included, together with Sir JohnWoodroffe’s translation of the ûa°-cakra-nirÖpaõa, the tantric text thatwas the subject of Hauer’s and Jung’s commentaries. Edited by Linda Fierz and Toni Wolff. Mulvdhvra cakraFigure 3. Feuerstein de-ﬁned the Kundalini as “a microcosmic manifestation of the primordialEnergy, or Shakti. The philosophical,
psychological, cosmological, ethical, and religious doctrines . The more we studyyoga, the more we realize how far it is from us; a European can onlyimitate it and what he acquires by this is of no real interest.”48 For Jungthe danger was one of mimetic madness: “The European who practicesyoga does not know what he is doing. xl
INTRODUCTIONwell.”96 The feeling seems to have been reciprocal, for Jung replied, “Iwould like to extend our collaboration in a special way,” and invited himto participate in an interdisciplinary journal that Daniel Brody of RheinVerlag had proposed to him.97 The following year Hauer founded the German Faith Movement. 12 This period of
scholarship is increasingly coming in for reappraisal. The earliest reference I have located con-cerning Hauer’s lectures is Emma Jung’s letter to Schmitz on 12 Octo-ber 1931, in which she wrote: “I am just now corresponding with Prof.Hauer in regard to a seminar which he would hold for us in Zurich alsofor a week. Foran appreciation, see F.
Martha Böddinghaus (Switzerland)Spiegelberg, Dr. Friederich (Germany)Spiegelberg, Mrs. In addition to a German translation of Jung’sEnglish lectures, it contained the text of Hauer’s German lectures, anaccount of Toni Wolff’s lecture “ Tantrische Symbolik bei Goethe” (Tan-tric symbolism in Goethe) given to the club on 19 March 1932,2 and
anaccount of Jung’s lecture “ Westliche Parallelen zu den TantrischenSymbolen” (Western parallels to tantric symbols) of 7 October 1932. Shortly afterward, Hans Trüb wrote to MartinBuber that “I would like to speak to you of Hauer’s seminar. Consequently the account of Kundalini yoga withwhich they were presented was triply ﬁltered—ﬁrst
through Woodroffe’stranslations and commentaries, then through Hauer’s, and ﬁnallythrough Jung’s. 13,§84; translation modiﬁed. Jung was awarded D. Swami Vivekânanda’s address at theWorld’s Congress of Religions in Chicago in 1893 made a great impact, and together withhis subsequent lectures, did much to promote interest in Indian thought.
Jung. 73 Ibid. 106 Cited in Dierks, Jakob Wilhelm Hauer, 1881–1962, 298. Interest in it is very lively here. 36 On the bearing of Kundalini yoga to the question of the localization of consciousness,see C. Apropos the contemporary perception of tantrism Jacob Needlemanaptly noted that “the moment one hears the word ‘tantrism,’ various wildand lurid
associations spring forth in the Western mind which add up toa pastiche of psychospiritual science ﬁction and sexual acrobatics thatwould put to shame even the most imaginative of our contemporary por-nographers and quite eclipse the achievements of our hardiest eroticwarriors.”24 The intersection of the new age movement and the
sexualrevolution in the sixties led to increasing interest in tantrism in the Westaccompanied by numerous “how to do it” manuals that focused on itsritualized sexual practices—often glossed in the process was that in tan-trism, such practices were directed not toward the liberation of sexualityper se but toward liberation from the cycle of rebirth. 38
Jung, CW, vol. Following these, Jung de-voted four lectures to a psychological interpretation of Kundalini yoga. Biographical details on many ofthese individuals have recently been culled together by Paul Bishop.1Alleman, Mr. Fritz (Switzerland)Bailward, Mrs.Baumann, Mr. Hans (Switzerland)Barker, Dr. Culver (U.K.)Baynes, Mrs. xxx
INTRODUCTIONKeyserling was also critical of the adoption of yoga practices in the West: It is very signiﬁcant that the Indian breathing exercises, which have been popularized by Swami Vivekananda through his lectures in America, have not helped a single American to a higher condition, but, on the other hand, are reported to have brought all the
more into hospitals and lunatic asylums. On the problems posed by intentional language, see Bharati, The TantricTradition, 164–88. Juni bis 1. Jung (who did not know Sanskrit) subsequently had similar collab-orations with ﬁgures such as Heinrich Zimmer, Walter Evans-Wentz,Daisetz Suzuki, and in this instance Wilhelm Hauer, who representedthe
leading commentators on Eastern thought in Jung’s day.12 The comparison between yoga and psychoanalysis was further ex-plored by Keyserling’s associate Oskar Schmitz in Psychoanalyse undYoga,13 which Schmitz dedicated to Keyserling. For two early studies, see Geraldine Coster, Yoga and Western Psychology: AComparison (London, 1934);
and Alan Watts, Psychotherapy East and West (New York,1961). He later recalled: 53 Keyserling, The Travel Diary of a Philosopher, 276. Other infor- mation that I have about Dr. Spiegelberg does not sound enthusias- tic, hence I would like to ask you if you are keen on this Spiegelberg, who seems to be an intellectual Jew. Jung: Letters to Oskar
Schmitz, 1921–31,” 94–95. Hauer commenced bystating: I know possibly enough about it to recognize that yoga, seen as a whole, is a striking parallel to Western psychotherapy (although fundamental differences lie there) but—this I noticed soon—I lack the detailed knowledge and, above all, the crucial experiment to compare the individual parts of
yoga with the different orientations of Western psychotherapy with its special methods.57In the remainder of his talk he gave a factual account of yoga and left thecomparison between the two to his audience. Hence an opportunity for a new form ofcomparative psychology opened up. SONU SHAMDASANI xii ACKNOWLEDGMENTSI would like to
thank Ulrich Hoerni and Peter Jung for their assistancein a myriad of ways with the preparation of this seminar, and particularlythe former for many helpful suggestions and for his comments on themanuscript; Franz Jung for kindly enabling me to consult his father’slibrary and locating items for me; C. 26 Feuerstein, Yoga: The Technology of Ecstasy
(Wellingborough, 1990), 258. It also indicates that the attendance at Jung’s English-lan-guage seminars had fallen off because of the American economic crisisand that the dual-language format was used to maximize the fee. Dr. Jung could not be present atthe convocation owing to indisposition.” Ellenberger archives, Hôpital Sainte-Anne,Paris.
KUNDALINI—PSYCHOLOGY. 40 The deputy registrar of Benares Hindu University wrote to Henri Ellenberger on 28March 1967 that “Professor C. Hauer with Psychological Commentary by Dr. C. The danger to people who deal with the cakras fromwithout is that they remain in the region of these psychic processes. However, Spiegelberg of
Hellerau, has also asked me and has used your name as a reference. He suggests the second half of March and as the theme, yogapractices, I think. Zimmer,” in Artistic Form andYoga in the Sacred Images of India, 259–60. It was Jung who took up the invitation. We in the Westare so lacking in the true religiosity that we have lost the threads, & get
good things somuddled up with bad, that we have lost the purity of divine dirt!” ( John Layard to AnthonyStadlen, 17 October 1968; personal possession of Anthony Stadlen.) 46 Jung, “Yoga and the West,” §875; translation modiﬁed. Winter, “The Yoga System and Psychoanalysis,” Quest 10 (1918–19): 182–96,315–35. 57 Hauer, “Der Yoga im Lichte der
Psychotherapie,” 1; my translation. It has not been proved, even of the most harmless exercises, . 11–14. 39 Modern Psychology 3. 120 Jung, “Commentary on the ‘Secret of the Golden Flower’ ,” in CW, vol. Jung for permission to consult and quotefrom Jung’s unpublished manuscripts and correspondence with Wil-helm Hauer and Surendranath
Dasgupta. xi PREFACE In addition, Jung’s comments in Hauer’s German lectures in the Fierzand Wolff edition and the résumé of his 1930 lecture “Indian Parallels”contained in Olga von Koenig-Fachsenfeld’s edition, Bericht über dasDeutsche Seminar von C. Reichstein stated that betweenthirty and forty people attended Hauer’s lectures and that
between fortyand eighty attended Jung’s seminar, and that it was often difﬁcult to geta seat for the latter. .Yoga . It sees the aim of human development as bringing about an approach to and connection be- tween the speciﬁc nature of the non-ego and the conscious ego. Dr. J. quite in accordance with the tantric idea that the deities reside within the
human body and that the aspirant has to feel the deity within the body itself. Moreover, physiologically we are all Christians, whether our consciousness recognizes this or not. Jung, 6–11. It is important to note that for those who attended Jung’s seminars,they were not simply a course in hermeneutics but engendered particu-lar experiences. In
tantrism there was a celebration of the body,which was seen as the microcosm of the universe. Hauer’s lectures have not been reproduced, with the excep-tion of his ﬁnal English lecture, which Jung attended and which formsthe bridge to his lectures. In his account of spontaneous Kundalini ex-periences in the West Lee Sannella also highlighted a
notable divergence from the Easterndepictions: “According to the classical model, the Kundalini awakens, or is awakened, atthe base of the spine, travels straight up the central axis of the body, and completes itsjourney when it reaches the crown of the head. INTHE AMERICAN EDITION, THE VOLUMES OF SEMINAR NOTESCONSTITUTE
NUMBER XCIX IN BOLLINGEN SERIES, SPONSORED BY BOLLINGEN FOUNDATIONTHE TEXT HERE PUBLISHED IS THAT WHICH MARY FOOTE, ITS ORIGINAL EDITOR, ISSUED PRIVATELY IN 1933THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS HAS CATALOGED THE CLOTH EDITION OF THIS BOOK AS FOLLOWS JUNG, C. xxxix INTRODUCTIONviews” and
“only accepted what he himself said.” Reichstein describedJung’s seminars as “very impressive” and noted that there was a “possi-bility for open discussion.”92 Speigelberg recalled that Jung asked “manyquestions from the Indologists about Indian yoga practices . Jung (Princeton,Bollingen Series XCIX, 1984). VII Shrichakrasambhara,” which he
evidently used in preparation for hisEidgenössische Technische Hochschule lectures on this text (Modern Psychology 3), and atwo-page manuscript headed “Prapanchasara Tantra,” which consists mainly in referencesand quotations from 25–87 of Zimmer’s Artistic Form and Yoga. His lectures werepublished as Yoga Philosophy: Lectures Delivered in
New York, Winter of 1895–96 by the SwâmiVivekânanda on Râja Yoga, or Conquering the Internal Nature, 5th ed. Jung, Interpretation of Visions: Notes of the Seminar in Analytical Psychology, Autumn 1930–Winter 1934, ed. Would it be unthinkable that the same thing happened today and we would be just as blind as the cultured Romans, who
marvelled at the superstitions of the Christians? On Keyserling’s encounter with India, see Anne Marie Bouis-son-Maas, Hermann Keyserling et L’Inde (Paris, 1978). Where Hauer’s expositionis referred to in Jung’s lectures, the speciﬁc context has been supplied ina footnote. YOGA AND THE NEW PSYCHOLOGYThe emergence of depth psychology
was historically paralleled by thetranslation and widespread dissemination of the texts of yoga.4 Bothwere topical, exotic novelties. I have to admit that I am a bit in two minds and that I am fearing for the quality of the atmo- sphere. While the lectures were in progress Jung’s ongoing seminar on visionswas suspended. Kretschmer and W. 51
Dasgupta, Yoga as Philosophy and Religion, vii. In addition, an interview of Jung by Shin’ichi Hisamatsu in 1958 waspublished under the title “Gespräch mit einem Zen-Meister” (Conversation with a Zen mas-ter), edited by Robert Hinshaw and Lela Fischli, in C. Jung also presented a synoptic illustrated lecture entitled“Western Parallels to Tantric
Symbols” on the evening of 7 October.83 HAUER’S LECTURESHauer commenced with a historical overview of yoga and an explanationof his overall approach. 72 Jung to Hauer, 30 November 1931, in ibid. Allgemeinen Ärztlichen Kongress für Psychotherapie in Baden-Baden, 26–29th April, 1930, edited by E. In his English lectures heomitted his own
German translation of the ûa°-cakra-nirÖpaõa, which hepresented in his German lectures. Hauer, Der Yoga als Heilweg (Yoga as a way of salvation) (Stuttgart, 1932). xxix INTRODUCTIONand endorsed their study he cautioned against their practice by Western-ers: “There are many different kinds of yoga and Europeans often be-come hypnotized by
it, but it is essentially Eastern, no European has thenecessary patience and it is not right for him. 11 and 12.Jung met Dasgupta when he was in Calcutta in 1938 ( Jung to Dasgupta, 2 February 1939, xxi INTRODUCTIONbeen given.
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